Longitudinal analysis of pre- and post-treatment measurements with equal baseline assumptions in randomized trials.
For continuous variables of randomized controlled trials, recently, longitudinal analysis of pre- and posttreatment measurements as bivariate responses is one of analytical methods to compare two treatment groups. Under random allocation, means and variances of pretreatment measurements are expected to be equal between groups, but covariances and posttreatment variances are not. Under random allocation with unequal covariances and posttreatment variances, we compared asymptotic variances of the treatment effect estimators in three longitudinal models. The data-generating model has equal baseline means and variances, and unequal covariances and posttreatment variances. The model with equal baseline means and unequal variance-covariance matrices has a redundant parameter. In large sample sizes, these two models keep a nominal type I error rate and have high efficiency. The model with equal baseline means and equal variance-covariance matrices wrongly assumes equal covariances and posttreatment variances. Only under equal sample sizes, this model keeps a nominal type I error rate. This model has the same high efficiency with the data-generating model under equal sample sizes. In conclusion, longitudinal analysis with equal baseline means performed well in large sample sizes. We also compared asymptotic properties of longitudinal models with those of the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and t-test.